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BOOK REFIEWS
crux in these well intentioned books is that their authors have no idea of the
force, the power, the workings of organized civilized life as represented in
bureaucracy.
The readers of this Journal may, nevertheless read this little book to some
avail because it is a clear introduction to the sociological attainments and
basic orientations of orthodox psychoanalysis in its present state of develop-
ment.
New York W. ELIASBERG
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A STUDY OF UNAUTHORIZED PRACTICE OF LAW. By Edwin A!. Otterbourg.
(Foreword by John D. Randall). Reprinted from Unauthorized Practice
News, September, 1951. Pages 84. $2.00.
PSYCHOLOGY IN THE SERVICE OF THE SCHOOL. By M. F. Cleugh. Philosophi-
cal Library, New York, 1951. Pages 181. $3.75.
NEW HORIZONS IN CRIMINOLOGY. By Harry Elmer Barnes and Negley K.
Teeters. Prentice-Hall, 1951. Pages 887. $7.65.
HOMICiDES AND SUICIDES IN FnsLAqD AND THEIR DEPENDENCE ON NATURAL
CHARACTER WITH AN ADDED CHAPTER ON THE THEORIA OF MORSELLI AND
FERRI ON HOMICIDES AND SUICIDES AND THE ATTITUDE OF TARDE AND
DURKHEM TOWARD THEM. By Veli Verko. (With a preface by Thorsten
Sellin) Scandinavian Studies in Sociology, 3. G. E. C. Gads, Vorlag,
Copenhagen, 1951. Pages 189. $4.00.
THE GRAPHOLOGISTS ALPHABET. By Eric Singer. Philosophical Library, New
York, 1951. Pages 118. $3.75.
JUSTICE ACCORDING TO LAW. By Roscoe Pound. (Eighth Printing) Yale
University Press, 1951. Pages 98. $2.50.
PATHOLOGICAL FIRE-SETTING (PYROMANIA). By Nolan C. Lewis and Helen
Yarnall. Nervous and Mental Disease Monograph (No. 82), New York,
1951. Pages 437. $10.00.
THE HABITUAL CRIMINAL. By Norval Morris. Harvard University Press, for
the London School of Economics and Political Science (University of
London) 1951. Pages 395. $5.00.
MURDER INCORPORATED. By Burton B. Turkus and Sid Feder. Farrar, Strauss
and Young, 1951. Pages 498. $4.50.
THE BATTLE FOR MTENTAL HEALTH. By James Clark Moloney. Philosophical
Library, New York, 1951. Pages 105. $3.50.
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